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2: for $k=0,1,2,$ $\ldots$ do

































































subject to $x\in S^{n-1}$ .
33
3.2











$x_{i}^{*}=v_{i}$ , $i=1,$ $\ldots,p$ .





minimize $F(Y)=$ tr $(Y^{T}AYN)$ ,
subject to $Y\in \mathbb{R}^{n\cross p},$ $Y^{T}Y=I_{p}$ .
St $(p, n)=\{Y\in \mathbb{R}^{n\cross p}|Y^{T}Y=I_{p}\}$
36.
minimize $F(Y)=$ tr $(Y^{T}AYN)$ ,




subject to $x_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{p}\in \mathbb{R}_{*}^{n},$ $x_{i}^{T}x_{j}=\delta_{ij}$ .
$(x_{1}^{*}, \ldots, x_{p}^{*})$ $A$ $p$ $p$
$v_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $v_{p}$
:




minimize $F(Y)=$ tr $(Y^{T}AY)$ ,
subject to $Y\in$ St $(p, n)$ .
$F$ $O(p)$ St $(p, n)/O(p)\simeq$
Grass $(p, n)$
39.
minimize $F(Y)=$ tr $(Y^{T}AY)$ ,
subject to $[Y]\in$ Grass $(p, n)$ .
39 [1,2]
Grass $(p, n)\simeq\{X\in \mathbb{R}^{n\cross n}|X^{2}=X$ , rank$(X)=p\}$ (3.5)
39
3.10.
minimize $F(X)=$ tr $(AX)$ ,
subject to $X\in$ Grass $(p, n)$ .
34
$m\geq n$ $A\in \mathbb{R}^{m\cross n}$
$A=U\Sigma V^{T}$ ,
7









subject to $(U, V)\in$ St $(p, m)\cross$ St $(p, n)$ .


















4.1. $R:TMarrow M$ $R$
$R_{x}:=R|_{T_{x}M}$
$\bullet$ $R_{x}(0_{x})=x$ . $0_{x}$ $T_{x}M$
$\bullet$ $T_{0_{x}}T_{x}M\simeq T_{x}M$ $DR_{x}(0_{x})=id_{T_{x}M}$ .
4.2
22
4.2. $f$ $M$ $R$
$\overline{\alpha}>0,$ $\beta,$ $\sigma\in(0,1)$ $x_{k}\in M$
$\eta_{k}\in T_{x_{k}}M$ $\eta^{A}=\beta^{m}\overline{\alpha}\eta$ $m$








2: for $k=0,1,2$ , . . . do




















$L$ Grass $(p, n)$




$\delta L=tr(\delta\dot{X}\dot{X})+tr(\delta\Omega(X^{2}-X))+tr(\Omega(2X\delta X-\delta X))+\delta\lambda(tr(X)-p)+\lambda$ tr $(\delta X)$
$= \frac{d}{dt}(tr(\delta X\dot{X}))+tr(\delta X(-\ddot{X}+\Omega(2X-I_{n})+\lambda I_{n}))+tr(\delta\Omega(X^{2}-X))$
$+\delta\lambda(tr(X)-p)$ . (5.2)
$\delta X(t_{1})=\delta X(t_{2})=0$ $\delta X$
$\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{2}}\delta Ldt=0$ (5.3)






$X(t)= \frac{1}{2}(YV$ $U)(\begin{array}{ll}I_{p}+cos2\Sigma t sin2\Sigma tsin2\Sigma t I_{p}-cos2\Sigma t\end{array})(\begin{array}{l}V^{T}Y^{T}U^{T}\end{array})$ (5.8)
$Y\in$ St $(p, n)$ $X=YY^{T}$ ( $Y$
$)$ , $U,$ $\Sigma,$ $V$ $\xi Y$
$\xi Y=U\Sigma V^{T}$ (5.9)
$Y,$ $U,$ $\Sigma,$ $V$






$B=QR$, $Q\in$ St $(p, n),$ $R\in S_{upp}^{+}(p)$ , (5.11)
[4, 5]. $S_{upp}^{+}(p)$ $p\cross p$
(5.11) $B$ QR qf$(B)$
QR $B=QR$ $Q$ qf$(B)=Q$ .
$X\in$ Grass $(p, n)$ $Y\in$ St $(p, n)$ $X=YY^{T}$
$R$
$R_{X}(\xi)=$ qf $((I+\xi)Y)$ qf $((I+\xi)Y)^{T}$ . (5.12)
5.2
Grass$(p, n)$ $F$
$F$ $X\in Grass(p, n)$ $gradF(X)$
$gradF(X)=F_{X}X+XF_{X}-2XF_{X}X$ , (5.13)
$F_{X}$ $(i, j)$ $\partial F(X)/\partial X_{ij}$ $n\cross n$
$\xi$ $X\in$ Grass $(p, n)$ $X$ $F$
$HessF(X)$ $\xi$
$HessF(X)[\xi]=2$ sym $(X$ sym$(F_{XX}[\xi]+4F_{X}\xi X-2F_{X}\xi)(I_{n}-X))$ . (5.14)





minimize $F(X)=$ tr $(AX)$ ,





















$X_{*}$ $HessF(X_{*})$ $\xi\in T_{X_{*}}$Grass$(p, n)$
$\langle HessF(X_{*})[\xi],$ $\xi\}=0$ $\xi$
$X\in$ Grass $(p, n)$












$\eta B+B\eta=0$ , $B=A-AX_{*}-X_{*}A$
$\mathbb{R}^{n\cross n}$ $X_{*}$
$B=A-AX_{*}-X_{*}A$ $-\lambda_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $-\lambda_{p},$ $\lambda_{p+1},$ $\ldots,$ $\lambda_{n}$ $\lambda_{p}=\lambda_{p+1}$
$HessF(X_{*})$ $HessF(X_{*})[\eta]=-gradF(X_{*})$ ,







minimize $F(U, V)=-$ tr $(U^{T}AVN)$ ,
subject to $(U, V)\in$ St $(p, m)\cross$ St $(p, n)$ .
6.1
St $(p, m)\cross$ St $(p, n)$
QR 2
$R_{(U,V)}(\xi, \eta)=Exp_{(U,V)}(\xi, \eta)$
$=((U$ $\xi)\exp((\begin{array}{ll}U^{T}\xi -\xi^{T}\xi I_{p} U^{T}\xi\end{array}))(\begin{array}{l}I_{p}0\end{array})\exp(-U^{T}\xi)$ ,
$(V$ $\eta)\exp((\begin{array}{ll}V^{T}\eta -\eta^{T}\eta I_{p} V^{T}\eta\end{array}))(\begin{array}{l}I_{p}0\end{array})\exp(-V^{T}\eta))$ . (6.1)
$(\xi, \eta)\in\tau_{(U,V)}$ $(St(p, m)\cross St(p, n))$
QR $(U, V)\in$ St $(p, m)\cross$ St $(p, n)$
$R_{(U,V)}(\xi, \eta)=(qf(U+\xi), qf(V+\eta))$ , $(\xi, \eta)\in T_{(U,V)}$ $(St(p, m)\cross St(p, n))$ . (6.2)
$R_{(U,V)}$ St $(p, m)\cross$ St $(p, n)$
6.2 6.1
St $(p, m)\cross$ St $(p, n)$ $F(U, V)=-tr(U^{T}AVN)$
$F$ $(U, V)\in$ St $(p, m)\cross$ St $(p, n)$
$gradF(U, V)=(U$ sym $(U^{T}AVN)-AVN,$ $V$ sym $(V^{T}A^{T}UN)-A^{T}UN)$ , (6.3)
$(U, V)$ $HessF(U, V)$ $(\xi, \eta)\in$
$\tau_{(u,v)}$ $(St(p, m)\cross St(p, n))$
$HessF(U, V)[(\xi, \eta)]=(U$ skew $(U^{T}(\xi S_{1}-A\eta N))+(I_{m}-UU^{T})(\xi S_{1}-A\eta N)$ ,
$V$ skew $(V^{T}(\eta S_{2}-A^{T}\xi N))+(I_{n}-VV^{T})(\eta S_{2}-A^{T}\xi N))$ .
(6.4)




$(U_{k}, V_{k})\in$ St $(p, m)\cross$ St $(p, n)$
$(\xi_{k}, \eta_{k})=-gradF(U_{k}, V_{k})=$ $($AVN–U sym $(U^{T}AVN),$ $A^{T}UN-V$ sym $(V^{T}A^{T}UN))$
(6.5)
63
$0$ 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
iteration
6.1: $m=1000,$ $n=500,p=10$.
$(\xi, \eta)\in T_{(U_{k},V_{k})}(St(p, m)\cross St(p, n))$
$\{\begin{array}{l}U_{k} skew (U_{k}^{T}(\xi S_{1,k}-A\eta N))+(I_{m}-U_{k}U_{k}^{T})(\xi S_{1,k}-A\eta N)= AV_{k}N-U_{k} sym (U_{k}^{T}AV_{k}N),V skew (V_{k}^{T}(\eta S_{2,k}-A^{T}\xi N))+(I_{n}-V_{k}V_{k}^{T})(\eta S_{2,k}-A^{T}\xi N)= A^{T}U_{k}N-V_{k} sym (V_{k}^{T}A^{T}U_{k}N)\end{array}$ (6.6)
16
$S_{1,k}=$ sym $(U_{k}^{T}AV_{k}N),$ $S_{2,k}=$ sym $(V_{k}^{T}A^{T}U_{k}N)$
(66)
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